**LINED SEQUIN JACKET SPECIFICATIONS**

1. **PATTERNS**
   Jacket patterns must be adjusted personally to each student’s measured chest, waist, back waist length and sleeve length.

2. **LINING**
   The jacket must be fully lined, including the sleeves, with the highest quality polyester twill; non-toxic, perspiration resistant, color fast, and non-shrinkable.

   The lining is completely sewn around the armholes, NOT just tacked. The armholes must be sandwich bound with matching 50/50 Polyester/Cotton blend Broadcloth bias binding for added strength and wearer’s comfort. Exposed edges of sequin fabric at the armhole are NOT ACCEPTABLE. Bottom hem of jacket must be turned up using the same bias binding as the armholes.

   Base fabric is sequin sewn down to it’s background fabric (glued-on sequins are NOT ACCEPTABLE).

3. **ZIPPER**
   Jackets with zipper closure require a medium-weight, separating zipper, which must be sewn securely through the bound and turned back edges of both lining and outer shell fabric.

   (FOR lined sequin on taffeta or liquid sequin on jersey jacket – Spring-weave sequin jacket is unlined)